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ABSTRACT 
The concept of Linked Data is gaining widespread popularity and importance. The 
method of publishing and linking structured data on the web is called Linked Data. Emergence of 
Linked Data has made it possible to make sense of huge data, which is scattered all over the 
web, and link multiple heterogeneous sources. This leads to the challenge of maintaining the 
quality of Linked Data, i.e., ensuring outdated data is removed and new data is included. The 
focus of this thesis is devising strategies to effectively integrate data from multiple sources, 
publish it as Linked Data, and maintain the quality of Linked Data. The domain used in the study 
is online education. 
 With so many online courses offered by Massive Open Online Courses (MOOC), it is 
becoming increasingly difficult for an end user to gauge which course best fits his/her needs. 
Users are spoilt for choices. It would be very helpful for them to make a choice if there is a single 
place where they can visually compare the offerings of various MOOC providers for the course 
they are interested in. Previous work has been done in this area through the MOOCLink project 
that involved integrating data from Coursera, EdX, and Udacity and generation of linked data, i.e. 
Resource Description Framework (RDF) triples. 
The research objective of this thesis is to determine a methodology by which the quality 
of data available through the MOOCLink application is maintained, as there are lots of new 
courses being constantly added and old courses being removed by data providers. This thesis 
presents the integration of data from various MOOC providers and algorithms for incrementally 
updating linked data to maintain their quality and compare it against a naïve approach in order to 
constantly keep the users engaged with up-to-date data. A master threshold value was 
determined through experiments and analysis that quantifies one algorithm being better than the 
other in terms of time efficiency. An evaluation of the tool shows the effectiveness of the 
algorithms presented in this thesis. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 The web of today as we know it, comprises of a huge amount of data. Management of 
data at this scale is one of the biggest issues the industry is facing. On the contrary, due to the 
sheer volume of information available out there, it also presents a great opportunity to make use 
of this vast knowledge source. Semantic web acts as one of the best catalyst in this quest for 
making some sense out of the data. The word “Semantics”, by definition means the study of 
meaning. Semantic web is increasing exponentially in importance. This is because it does not 
only help with making loads of information and/or data available but also helps with making sense 
of it. With semantic web, relationships between signifiers can be achieved, resources can be 
further defined in terms of meaning or context. Linked Data is defined as “a concept that involves 
the usage of web architecture not just for documents present on the web, but also for the data 
present in those documents” (D’Aquin, 2012). Linked Data is a step towards achieving the goal 
mentioned above. With Linked Data, one is able to understand the relationships between two 
otherwise unrelated objects. 
 
 
Figure 1: How Semantic Web Technologies Work 
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For example, consider a situation where one has to choose a place to live based on 
factors such as crime rate, education quality, transportation facilities, living expense, etc. It is a 
cumbersome process to go through each factor one by one while narrowing down to a particular 
community or locality to live in. In this scenario, Linked Data has enabled today’s user to bring 
together data scattered all over the web under one roof with a consistent data model through the 
use of Ontologies. The Semantic Web is a technology and a set of standards for sharing data 
using a model called the Resource Description Framework (RDF) that is addressing the above 
issue. With the concept of Linked Data, data from heterogeneous sources is converted to a 
Resource Description Framework (RDF) (Hayes & McBride, 2014) file based on a semantic web 
ontology. The web ontology can be thought of as a schema consisting of all classes, relationships 
between them and so on. RDF files contain triples of data. Each triple consists of a subject, object 
and a predicate. The predicate defines the relationship between the subject and the object. RDF 
datasets, consisting of millions of triples, form a network of directed graph (DG) and are stored in 
systems called triple-stores. A query language standard, SPARQL (Prud’hommeaux & Seaborne, 
2008), has also been developed to query RDF datasets. Figure 1 shows how semantic web 
technologies work together. 
 
This thesis focuses on Linked Data and the maintenance of data quality in the field of 
online education, specifically Massive Open Source Online Courses (MOOC).  
 
1.1 Motivation 
 
With the increasing data on the world wide web, it is becoming important that the data is 
well managed. This is because lot of data on the web is either unstructured, out of context or it is 
outdated and/or irrelevant. With semantic web technology and especially Linked Data, it is now 
possible to make sense of the vast amount of unstructured data scattered all over the web. The 
development of semantic web technologies has resulted into huge amounts of data being 
published on the Linked Open Data (LOD) cloud, a community effort to make data available. A 
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survey in 2012 shows that around 50 billion facts were represented as RDF triples and published 
on the cloud. Even though gathering such massive amount of heterogeneous data and publishing 
it on the LOD is a good step, the data is just as good as its quality (Zaveri et al., 2012).  
 
 
Figure 2: LOD Cloud (Schmachtenberg & Bizer, 2014) 
 
Online education is slowly gaining widespread importance. According to the New York 
Times, 2012 became “the year of the MOOC”, as various providers such as EdX, Udacity, 
Coursera, etc. emerged. Due to this, courses with similar syllabi and content are offered by 
multiple providers. The user is spoilt for choices in terms of which online course to choose, as 
there is such a fine line between courses by different providers. The user has to scan through 
multiple providers each with their own webpage and browse through all their course offerings. 
Also, in many cases, it so happens that the users want to learn a specific topic within a domain. In 
such a scenario, it becomes increasingly difficult for the user to look through the syllabus of all 
courses offered by different providers before arriving at a decision as to which provider to go 
ahead with. There exists initial work in this area in the form of a web application called MOOCLink 
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(Kagemann & Bansal, 2015). With MOOCLink, the user can make an informed decision by just 
visiting the MOOCLink Website and using the enhanced SPARQL search engine, he/she can 
quickly compare courses offered by various MOOC providers, all in the same place. The aim of 
this web app is to helps user solve one of the biggest problems of looking through multiple course 
providers.  
 
However, even with this integrated solution in place, maintaining the highest level of data 
quality is still a concern. Especially in the field of online education, where course offerings are 
dynamic, it is all the more important that relevant data is being displayed to the end users at all 
times. The aim of this thesis is to devise a strategy to solve this data quality issue and complete 
the implementation for the MOOCLink web application. A general architecture of the MOOCLink 
application is shown in Figure 3. 
 
 
Figure 3: The MOOCLink Architecture 
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1.2 Problem Statement 
 
Due to the increasing amount of data scattered all over the web, maintaining data quality 
becomes a big challenge. Maintenance of data quality in this thesis refers to the removal of 
outdated and/or irrelevant data and also the addition of new data being constantly added by 
various course providers. The focus of this thesis is to “devise algorithms to maintain linked data 
quality (in the domain of online education) and evaluate the approach through the implementation 
of MOOCLink web application which serves as an aggregator of all courses that are available”.  
  
1.3 Research Contribution 
 
 This thesis focuses primarily on integrating data from 5 different course providers, 
publishing it as linked data and maintaining the quality of the linked data generated. Specifically, 
this thesis makes the following novel contributions: 
 Devised techniques to extract data from 5 different MOOC providers that includes 
dynamic (with a specific start and end date) as well as static (can be accessed anytime) 
courses. 
 Updated the existing semantic data model (OWL ontology) for the integrated datasets. 
 Published the integrated data as linked open data on the web. 
 Designed and implemented algorithms to maintain the quality of the generated linked 
data by updating outdated and irrelevant data and addition of new data. 
 Extended the implementation of MOOCLink (Kagemann & Bansal, 2015) web application 
to include the generated linked data, search algorithms (using SPARQL queries), and 
front-end User interface of the application. 
 Experiments to evaluate the algorithms and MOOCLink tool.  
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CHAPTER 2 
BACKGROUND 
 
2.1 Semantic Web 
 
 In order to understand semantic web and its impact, consider the following situation. An 
employee of a company is on a trip with friends, on vacation from work. Suddenly, he/she gets a 
call from their manager that there’s an emergency meeting the next day and there is no way to 
skip the meeting. The employee then contacts his/her semantic web agent and provides the 
address of the meeting location, and the dates for travel. The web-agent automatically makes 
flight bookings for the given dates, reserves a hotel room close to the office and also arranges a 
rental car during the stay. The web agent knows the flight seat preference, rental car preference, 
the best flight times for the employee. The card information is already present with the web agent. 
The employee receives a detailed itinerary for the business meeting on his/her mobile device, all 
this when he/she is on vacation and probably enjoying with friends. The employee has to provide 
his/her consent to this itinerary and the web agent automatically makes all the bookings. Such a 
scenario is possible with the use of semantic web which is a collection of standards and 
technologies for sharing of data using the web architecture. The above described scenario 
becomes possible with the power of semantic web (Shadbolt, Berners-Lee, & Hall, 2006).  Figure 
4 will illustrate this example. 
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Figure 4: Vision of the Future Web 
 
The semantic web agent is nothing but a software application with huge amount of 
information about various otherwise disconnected data sources. Linked data is a way to share 
and connect data and semantics of that data, as well as the entities they are related to. The best 
way to describe Linked data is that it “involves the usage of web architecture not just for 
documents present on the web, but also for the data present in those documents” (D’Aquin, 
2012). A linked connection between two or more data sources is done via RDF triples wherein the 
relationship between the subject and object is provided by the predicate. An RDF file is generated 
which has numerous such relationships. The power of linked data is apparent from the above 
example. The Semantic web ontology plays an integral part in the process of building linked data. 
When relationships between heterogeneous data sources are to be established, a uniform 
schema is the backbone for efficient representation. The concept of Ontology is that a common 
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schema is developed in such a way that heterogeneous data sources can make use of it to depict 
the same object property or relationship between two objects. According to (D’Aquin, 2012), an 
ontology means that different data sources might reuse commonly agreed terms to identify links 
and categories of objects in their data, to ensure that one’s use of the relation “creator” is 
consistent with somebody else’s interpretation of it. The representation of such shared terms is 
known as an ontology in the Semantic Web domain.  
 
 
 
Figure 5: The Concept of an Ontology 
 
 The above figure is an attempt to explain the basic concept of what a Semantic Ontology 
means and how it is useful. In the above example, the entity “birthdate” is expressed in different 
formats by different data sources such as: 
 Birth Date 
 Date of Birth 
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 D.O.B 
 Birthday 
However, all these entities mean the same thing, i.e. the birthdate of a person. When one 
uses an ontology, different forms of expressing birthdate are described as a single unique entity. 
This description is unique, and when the RDF triples are generated for all these data sources, all 
the different entities describing birthdate will mean the same. 
This shows the importance of a uniform Semantic web ontology. The ontology eliminates 
ambiguity in data interpretation very efficiently. The ontology tries to bridge the gap between 
different verbatim which mean the same thing.  
 
2.2 Linked Data and Linked Data for education 
 
 “Linked Data is the simplest form of Semantic Web” (Mikroyannidis & Domingue, 2013). 
In Linked data, each entity is identified as a Unique Resource Identifier (URI). This URI can be 
linked to any other data item so as to form a huge web of Data Graph (Mikroyannidis & 
Domingue, 2013). The world of web functions by the linkage of related documents. Linked data 
refers to the best practices used to link and publish structured data on the Internet. The four main 
pillars responsible for the smooth functioning of Linked Data are URI, RDF, SPARQL and HTTP.  
The relationship between Semantic web and Linked Data is often described as a relation where 
Semantic Web is the whole, while Linked data is the small parts of that whole. When one thinks 
about HTML documents, linking these documents with each other creates a web of documents. 
Similarly, when one thinks about data as an entity, linking each bit of data with each other using 
RDF triples creates a web of data which is more structured and has the power to relate and make 
sense of multiple data-sources which would have been otherwise unrelated. 
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Figure 6: Pillars of Linked Data 
 
 Linked Data in the field of education is gaining importance at an exponential rate, 
especially in online education. Due to the technological advances in online learning and many 
researchers proving that online education is the next step towards distant learning and providing 
high quality education, there has been a tremendous amount of data which is published on the 
World Wide Web. Thousands of providers are coming up with novel approaches to put forth the 
best quality of online education possible. 
 
2.3 Massive Open Online Courses 
  
Massive Open Online Courses (MOOC) are defined as “an online course accessible to 
anyone on the web”(Kagemann & Bansal, 2015). MOOC’s are the newest way of online 
education and present a very novel approach towards online learning. MOOC’s not only provide 
the user a sturdy online platform where he/she can view video lectures, interactive tutorials, 
quizzes and exams to learn a specific topic. MOOC’s have spread across all domains from 
computer science to biology and from Literature to Fine Arts. 
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Online education is now available on all platforms ranging from website, mobile, tablet 
and it is now slowly spreading into the world of Internet of Things (IOT). With a vast range of 
options to choose from, this gives the learner to have a smooth and an interactive learning 
experience. MOOC’s have become the most researched domain the field of distant education. 
The business model of MOOC’s is user centric which means it has been developed in such a way 
that the learner has the best learning experience. Distant learning aims to make the user 
experience as close to being in an actual classroom as possible. Most MOOC’s emphasize on the 
open-access feature, i.e. making courses available to all. This improves the reuse of resources 
and making one resource usable for another course offering similar to it.  
 
 As MOOC’s have emerged and evolved, two different approaches to providing distant 
education have been observed. These two approaches are known as “cMOOC’s” and 
“xMOOC’s”. cMOOC’s focus on delivering dynamic content. This means that the course syllabus 
is not pre-defined, but it changes as the learner starts learning. The course syllabi changes with 
respect to how the learner is responding to the learning being imparted. Quizzes, interactive Q/A 
sessions help to gauge the understanding of the learner about the course material being taught. 
On the other hand, xMOOC’s have a more traditional approach. A fixed pre-defined syllabus is 
provided to the learner before the first lesson of the course commences.  
 
With over 100 MOOC providers worldwide serving over 35 million students, the amount of 
data being generated in this domain is huge. It gives a great opportunity to aggregate this huge 
volume of data to improve the user experience further by helping them in making an informed 
decision with regards to which MOOC provider to go with to learn about a particular subject. 
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CHAPTER 3 
RELATED WORK 
 
3.1 Emergence of Semantic Web 
 
 The web of today, as we know it, is designed in such a way that humans are able to 
understand and comprehend what is out there, but machines are not able to understand the 
semantics behind the content. Powerful search engines such as Google, Yahoo, Bing, etc. are in 
a position to deliver documents that contain the information the user is asking for, thereby 
maintaining a linkage of documents. But with semantic web, linking of data present in those 
documents is possible. Computers or machines in general are in a position to parse webpages 
and understand that there’s a link to another webpage present in the document, but it is not 
possible for machines to understand completely the semantic information of the data present in 
those webpages. Semantic web, in its early days, was perceived to bring structure to the existing 
world wide web. Semantic web is not separate from the web of today, rather it is an extension of 
the world wide web. It adds structure and meaning to the data represented on the web. An 
excellent example of this would be DBpedia (Bizer et al., 2009). DBpedia is a community-driven 
effort to add structure to the data presented on Wikipedia and publish it as Linked Data. As a 
result of this effort, the DBpedia database currently describes over 2.6 million entities (Bizer et al., 
2009). The difference between Wikipedia and DBpedia is that the latter is a structured version of 
Wikipedia. DBpedia has made this possible by extensive use of RDF triples. The usage of key-
value pairing in DBpedia has made it possible to link data and make it a structured knowledge 
base for any further development. 
 
 Semantic web attempts to add logic to the Web. The three main pillars of Semantic web 
are eXtensible Markup Language (XML), Resource Description Framework (RDF) and Web 
Ontology Language (OWL). XML has the power to create an arbitrary structure to the webpage 
and at the same time, it does not give any information of the meaning of the data (Thought, 
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1999). This features makes sure that the developer is free to choose their own mechanism to 
structure data. Next is Resource Description Framework (RDF). RDF gives the meaning of the 
data being published. This meaning is expressed in the form of data triples of the form subject-
object-predicate. The predicate gives more information about how the subject and object are 
linked to each other. The structure of an RDF triple is as shown in Figure 7. 
 
 
Figure 7: Structure of RDF Triples 
 
 As shown in Figure 7, the “subject” parameter of an RDF triple is the resource which is 
being described. The “predicate” parameter is one of the properties associated with that resource. 
The object is the value of that property. Data represented in this format ensures that a complete 
understanding is maintained throughout the entire corpus of data. It also ensures that there is 
minimal loss of data due to factors such as lack of semantics of data, missing information, etc. 
This phenomenon of an RDF triple is further explained using an example in Figure 8. 
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Figure 8: An Example RDF Triple 
 
As the Figure 8 depicts, the subject or the resource being described is “Steve Jobs”. The 
predicate is a property of the subject, i.e. Steve Jobs “is the founder of”. The object assigns a 
value to the predicate. Here, the object is “Apple Inc.”. So, the predicate makes a linkage 
between the subject (Steve Jobs) and the object (Apple Inc.). This is how an RDF triple would 
look like. Semantic web consists of millions of such RDF triples describing information like never 
before, i.e. making computers and other machines understand the semantics behind it.  
  
The next important aspect of Semantic Web is the Web Ontology Language (OWL) (Grau 
& Horrocks, 2012). This is the third parameter crucial to the development of the Semantic Web. 
As discussed in Chapter 2, a web ontology is a protocol which makes sure that information 
across two or more heterogeneous databases is pointing to the same thing. The most typical 
ontology has a taxonomy and a set of inference rules (Berners-Lee, Hendler, & Lassila, 2001). 
The taxonomy ensures that classes of objects and relationships between those objects are 
defined. Chapter 2 gives a more detailed explanation of how objects are depicted and how the 
underlying relationships are established between them. The concept of “Inference Rules” add 
further power to an ontology. This is a broad vision of the emergence of Semantic web and the 
important elements that make semantic web as powerful as it is. 
 
3.2 Data Quality 
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 Data quality is of prime importance to make any data-driven application useful. It spreads 
its wings across all domains as it builds upon the need for every small byte of data to be 
consistent and accurate. This phenomenon was present years before the induction of the Web. 
Data quality, as a concept, has been around for centuries now, right from the ancient times, 
where “knowledge” was passed along through generations verbally, until documenting the 
knowledge became a part of the system. This gave rise to the need for maintaining the quality of 
data or knowledge being documented. The ways to document this data has changed and 
improved over the years, but still, even after phenomenal technological advances in science, this 
area is growing with scope for more improvement.  
  
The need for maintenance of data quality, from the perspective of the web, is no different. 
For example, there are occasions on which a person tries to access contact information about a 
person, and attempts to contact him/her using the information provided on the designated 
website. But, the contact information of the person has changed and this change in data is not 
updated on that website. This results into wrong contact information being displayed, rather 
irrelevant information, causing decline in the quality of data published on that website. Such 
incidences may have rather grave implications, not in this case probably, but in some other cases 
for sure. For example, the internal working of a critical module in a product has changed but the 
same change is not reflected on the developer’s documentation guide for some reason. This may 
lead to hours and days of work down the wrong path, resulting in loss of revenue, man hours and 
more importantly, time.  
 
 Data Quality, from the perspective of Semantic web, is also gaining pace rapidly. There 
are two aspects where Data quality being improved. The first aspect is to maintain data quality in 
terms of adding or replacing missing information, coupling and de-coupling of wrong relationships 
amongst data entities. The second aspect of maintaining data quality is by making sure that the 
data published on the Web, is up to-date. Approaches are developed to ensure that there’s no 
outdated copy of data. Lots of research and development has been made for the first aspect of 
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data quality. The paper “Crowdsourcing Linked Data Quality Assessment” explains the first aspect 
in detail (Acosta et al., 2013). This research focuses on using crowdsourcing as a means to 
maintain data quality. Analysis of the most commonly occurring problems was done and a model 
was designed which aimed to eliminate these issues. This model consisted of two different 
approaches. Firstly, a contest which targets an expert crowd of Linked Data researchers and 
secondly, by means of paid microtasks published on Amazon Mechanical Turk. The dataset for 
this research was DBpedia and these two novel approaches were evaluated against the data 
published on DBpedia. The results show that crowdsourcing is an effective mechanism to 
eliminate data quality issues, and this approach could potentially be included in the Linked Data 
curation process.   
 
 Another research named “Test-driven Evaluation of Linked Data Quality” aims to solve 
data quality issue using test-driven software development (Kontokostas & Westphal, 2014). This 
research proposes that vocabularies, ontologies, datasets should be accompanied by test-cases, 
which help in maintaining a basic level of data quality. The need was felt especially because the 
amount of Linked Data being generated is huge and not all of the data is of top quality. Some of it 
might have a strong structured knowledge base at the back end but some datasets are not 
curated at all. This leads to an inconsistent environment, thereby requiring a cleansing of data 
using test-cases. One major advantage of using this approach was that domain-specific 
semantics can be encoded in the test-cases, in turn making it possible for data quality to surpass 
normal quality heuristics. 
 
 The data quality maintenance discussed above involves extensive use of crowdsourcing 
technique. The MOOCLink data quality approach plans to maintain data quality in a different 
manner. Crowdsourcing relies on the community to manually curate the data and this has to be 
done each time, making it more cumbersome and time consuming. MOOCLink proposes a 
sustainable quality approach and it can be extended to other MOOC providers as well.  
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3.3 Comparison of Tools (MOOC Aggregators) 
 
 There are number of MOOC aggregators already out in the industry. In this section, we 
will list a few of them relevant to this thesis and compare the functionality of these MOOC 
aggregators with MOOCLink.  
 Class Central 
Class central is a MOOC aggregator which aims to list course offerings from multiple MOOC 
providers to help the user make an informed decision. The user can search by subject, or by 
simply searching a keyword and the underlying system of Class Central will pull all courses 
relevant to the search query. MOOCLink offers various other parameters for searching courses, 
i.e. by Course format (Static/Dynamic), Course name, Course Category, etc. 
 
 MOOC-List 
MOOC-List provides a course list based upon providers, universities, instructors and tags. 
The search by tags mechanism is nothing but tagging each course into domains that encompass 
that course. For example, a course such as “Java Programming Fundamentals” will have tags 
such as “Programming”, “Object-oriented”, etc. Majority of search is based on the tags. 
 
 CourseTalk 
The course search on the CourseTalk website is based on either subject name, provider and 
on the basis of free/paid courses. CourseTalk has introduced an innovative concept of 
leaderboards. Based on user reviews, instructor reviews, content ratings and provider reviews, 
the leaderboards are developed. This gives way to healthy competition and it proves to be a 
motivational factor to learn for the students.  
 
 Degreed 
Degreed is one of the most popular MOOC aggregator. This aggregator keeps track of all 
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educational data of the user. This educational data is not limited to what the user learns at 
Degreed, but it extends to the books read, MOOC courses completed, college degrees earned 
and so on. Moreover, weekly analysis of the user’s learning of each week is also provided which 
helps the user to keep track of their work throughout the week. 
 
 MOOCLink differentiates itself from other MOOC aggregators by using semantic web 
technologies which allows for publishing of the integrated MOOC datasets as Linked Open Data 
on the cloud. This opens up the data to the community as a whole and can be tweaked and 
modified as required by the community for other research as well. Another aspect which sets 
MOOCLink apart from the above listed MOOC aggregators is the power of MOOCLink to be able 
to search on a number of search parameters. MOOCLink supports usage of parameters such as 
“Search by Name”, “Search by Category”, “Search by Course Type (Free/Paid)”, “Search by 
Course Provider”, “Search by Start/End Date”, “Search by Course Description”.  
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CHAPTER 4 
Data Collection 
 
In this chapter, we will discuss about how data from various MOOC providers was 
gathered. This is a very important phase because without any data, there can’t be any linked data 
to work with. The Figure 9 will provide an overview of the format of data collected by various 
MOOC providers. 
 
 
Figure 9: Data Collection Format 
 
 
4.1 Coursera 
 
 Coursera is the first amongst the five MOOC providers from which data is being pulled for 
MOOCLink. Coursera is an educational technology company which offers various Massive online 
courses (MOOC’s). These courses range from various domains Physics, Medicine, Computer 
Science, Biology, Business amongst others. In January 2013, Coursera confirmed that the 
American Council on Education approved few courses for college credit. Coursera offers all 
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courses free of cost. There is an option to sign up for a signature track to obtain a completion 
certificate, but for an additional fee. Coursera was founded in 2012 by computer science 
professors from Stanford University and has been very successful in its field since then.  
 
Coursera offers an API for developers who wish to obtain all their courses. This API is a 
catalog API which exposes all of Coursera’s courses, instructors and partnering universities. The 
Coursera API is available publicly and does not involve any need for authentication as well. The 
API endpoint is (https://api.coursera.org/api/catalog.v1/courses). All data is retrieved in JSON 
format. Coursera also provides various optional parameters that can be included in the API query, 
such as the “includes” parameter. This parameter enables the developer to include other entities 
such as instructor list, category list and university list in one single call to the API endpoint. For 
example, if a developer wants list of instructors as well as the course catalog then the following 
API call will do the job (https://api.coursera.org/api/catalog.v1/courses?includes=instructors). 
Another feature of the Coursera API is the “fields” parameter. This is useful when the requestor 
wants only specific fields from the vast data available on Coursera. For example, if a developer 
wishes to know only specific details about a course, such as “course Id” and “start Date”, that can 
be achieved using the following call to the Coursera API 
(https://api.coursera.org/api/catalog.v1/courses?fields=id,startDate). 
 
After obtaining the data from the API, the next job is to make the JSON file readable to 
the developer. The “org.json” library for Java enables the developer to make the JSON file 
readable. Once the data from the API call is loaded in the JSON Object imported from the 
“org.json” library, the “toString()” method will add indentations to the JSON string appropriately. 
The “toString()” method accepts one integer parameter called “indentFactor”. The indent factor 
decides the indenting format of the JSON file. 
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Figure 10: JSON Sample of Coursera 
 
4.2 edX 
 
 edX is another Massive Open Online Course (MOOC) provider. It was founded by 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Harvard University in May 2012. edX offers various 
online courses with a very broad range of disciplines, with some courses being offered without 
any cost. edX focusses mainly on the weekly learning pattern. Also, in addition to providing online 
courses, edX plays an important role in the research for open and distant learning. The concept 
of learning via edX is novel in its own way. Each course consists of a series of videos that the 
student goes through and a learning exercise at the end of every few videos which aim to test the 
knowledge imparted to the student until that point. The entire codebase of edX is available on 
GitHub (https://github.com/edx).  
 
In the earlier phase of development done in the MOOCLink project (Kagemann & Bansal, 
2015), data was obtained by using screen scraping techniques. A scrapy crawler was written for 
retrieving data from edX in Python. A web crawler is a programming technique in which the 
developer scrapes the webpage(s) from which data is to be retrieved. Once all the HTML tags in 
which the data is present are known, the “scraping” begins and the data is retrieved in the desired 
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format.  
 
However, edX now provides an API endpoint for developer use. Obtaining data via API or 
RSS feed is easier and hence, the web scraping technique was not used for this thesis. The edX 
API however requires OAuth authentication to use it. Alternatively, an RSS feed is available which 
gives a list of edX course list. For the purpose of this thesis, data is being collected using this 
RSS feed (https://www.edx.org/api/v2/report/course-feed/rss). Data from the RSS feed is returned 
in XML format. The next step is to convert this XML formatted data into JSON format so that 
uniformity exists in the system. “Org.json” library has an XML class which enables the developer 
to convert the XML text into JSON objects and vice-versa.  Apache Commons has a library 
named “org.apache.commons” which helps the developer to parse the XML document and 
convert it from raw text to XML format. 
 
Similar to the way Coursera’s data was obtained and made readable, the “org.json” 
library is used to serve this purpose in edX as well. Following are screenshots of the RSS feed 
and the converted JSON file.
 
Figure 11: edX RSS Feed Sample Screenshot 
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Figure 12: JSON Sample of edX 
 
4.3 Udacity 
 
 Udacity is a for-profit organization founded by people associated with Stanford University. 
In 2011, there were a number of free computer science classes available at Stanford University 
and Udacity is a result of this outgrowth. Udacity was originally supposed to host online courses 
with the university-style of learning, but now it focusses more on offering vocational courses for 
professionals. Udacity hosts online courses with a unique interactive learning experience. The 
courses comprise of videos with closed captions and integrated quizzes and follow-up homework 
which help the students evaluate what they have learned in a progressive manner. Being a for-
profit organization, Udacity also has several “paid” courses in which the user can obtain a 
certificate of completion. All video lectures and lessons are unlocked once the user subscribes 
and pays for it, and the user can then learn at their own pace.  
 
As was the case with edX during the initial phase of the MOOCLink project (Kagemann & 
Bansal, 2015), there was no API available to obtain data from Udacity as well. Hence, a web 
scraper was developed for Udacity using Scrapy. The scraper was developed in Python 
programming language. This was a challenge because it was difficult to keep the development 
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stable with the ever-changing website design of Udacity. This pain was alleviated when they 
released their own API endpoint to obtain course catalog information and nanodegree courses.  
 
Udacity also provides a developer API for retrieving their course catalog and the 
nanodegree courses. All of their own website’s data is powered by the same API. Udacity’s API 
endpoint is (https://www.udacity.com/public-api/v1/courses). All data is retrieved in the JSON 
format. Similar to Coursera and edX, the “org.json” library is used to make the downloaded JSON 
look more readable by adding proper indentation to it. Following is a sample screenshot of the 
processed JSON file of Udacity. 
 
 
Figure 13: JSON Sample of Udacity 
 
4.4 Khan Academy 
  
Khan academy is a non-profit organization providing free online education. It is also one 
of the providers for Massive Open Online Courses (MOOC). It was founded in 2006 by an online 
educator, Salman “Sal” Khan. The courses are in the format of short video lectures. Khan 
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Academy also comprises of online tools for distant learning for educators. The Khan Academy 
project is funded by donations. In the early half of 2010, Khan Academy introduced the concept of 
“badges” in order to make the learning process more competitive. There are six levels of badges 
and the learners in a particular course can compete amongst themselves to create a healthy 
competitive atmosphere. Khan academy also has resources in multiple languages, with the latest 
one being Spanish. They released the Spanish version of their website in 2013.  
 
Khan Academy is the first amongst new data sources added to the MOOCLink 
ecosystem. Makers of Khan Academy have a developer API in place to pull data from. The API 
web link for Khan Academy is (http://api-explorer.khanacademy.org/). The Khan Academy API 
offers the entire “topictree” which gives the entire hierarchy of Khan Academy’s course offerings. 
Under “topictree” section, topics are organized into groups and sub-groups. The API call to the 
Khan Academy’s API retrieves the full course catalog or the “topictree” in JSON format. Apart 
from retrieving the “topictree”, the requester can also obtain the list of all badges, badge 
categories, details of a particular course, a particular video of a particular course, etc. Khan 
Academy’s API endpoint is (http://www.khanacademy.org/api/v1/topictree). Following is the 
sample screenshot of the processed JSON file of Khan Academy. 
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Figure 14: JSON Sample of Khan Academy (“Khan Academy API Explorer,”) 
 
4.5 OpenCourseWare (OCW) 
 
 OpenCourseWare (OCW) is a free and open digital publication of courses which are 
created at universities and are published on the internet. The parent company that acquires and 
processes these courses is called the Open Education Consortium. It first surfaced in the late 
1990’s in Europe and the United States of America, and now it has gained worldwide recognition 
with over 29,000 courses available in over 70 languages. It is a non-profit organization completely 
focused on the betterment of education quality around the world and to impart high quality 
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knowledge to the most remote places on Earth.  
 
OCW is the second new data source which is added to the MOOCLink ecosystem. OCW 
also provide a developer API and their API endpoint is (http://data.oeconsortium.org/). Their own 
API powers the OCWC course search. The API development is completely open source and the 
GitHub repository link is (https://github.com/ocwc/ocwc-data). For the purpose of this thesis 
though, we used the Excel dump of all the courses provided by OCW. As the API is under 
development, it was decided that the excel dump file would be a more stable. The link for the 
Excel dump file is (http://data.oeconsortium.org/dbdump/ocw-courses.xls). An Excel dump file 
was obtained from the above link and it was a challenge to convert the Excel file to an 
appropriate JSON format which adheres to all the JSON file format properties. Once again, as in 
the case of edX, the “org.apache.poi” library came to the rescue. Using this library, each row of 
the excel dump file was parsed, and tagged as the “value” alongside the appropriate JSON “key”. 
Once the JSON file was obtained, the “org.json” helped to put it together into a readable format. 
Using the “indentFactor” parameter of the “toString()” method, the JSON file was made readable 
to the user. Following are some screenshots of the sample Excel dump file and then the 
processed JSON file. 
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Figure 15: Excel Dump Sample of OCW 
 
 
Figure 16: JSON Dump Sample of OCW 
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CHAPTER 5 
SEMANTIC DATA MODEL GENERATION 
 
5.1 Ontology 
  
The history of computers and artificial intelligence gives one a picture wherein proper 
sharing of knowledge is critical to build an intelligent system. In order to have a solid knowledge 
base upon which the intelligent system can function seamlessly, knowledge needs to be 
captured, organized, processed and structured in a manner where multiple heterogeneous 
systems are able to easily comprehend the wealth of information out there. Ontologies serve the 
above purpose. This is shown in Figure 17 below. 
 
Figure 17: The Animal Ontology 
 
 Figure 17 depicts the Animal ontology. In this example, “animal”, “Carnivore”, “Plant” and 
“Herbivore” are entities or objects. The links going to and from them are called as object 
properties of those classes. These links define the relationships between the classes. “Lion” and 
“Antelope” are known as object instances and have an “is-a” relationship with their ancestor 
classes. An ontology can be formally defined as “collections of statements written in a language 
such as RDF that define the relations between concepts and specify logical rules for reasoning 
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about them” (Berners-Lee et al., 2001). To understand an ontology, it is absolutely essential that 
one understands the motivation behind it. When two data sources use different identifiers or 
jargon to describe the same entity, it creates room for ambiguity. For example, consider a 
situation where two databases use different identifiers to represent the same concept, such as pin 
code. One database may identify it as pin code while the other may identify the same as zip code. 
For a third party to understand that both identifiers actually mean the same thing, it is necessary 
that a mediator is in place which maps these seemingly different identifiers to a single, 
unambiguous and unique identifier. This work is done by ontology. 
 
 
Figure 18: Ontology Usage Example 
 Ontology has its origins from the world of philosophy, where it is explained to be a study 
of entities around us and also the various relationships the entities share amongst each other. 
From a computer science perspective, ontology can be described of as a model which serves as 
a base guideline to describe objects and entities originating from disparate sources. It also paints 
a picture about the behavioral and data properties of these entities and how they correlate with 
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each other. Ontology had its roots in the field of computer science since the latter half of the 20th 
century, when many Artificial Intelligence (AI) experts were of the opinion that gaining knowledge 
is going to be the most important part in building intelligent systems which later on took the shape 
of automated question answering systems of today. These systems are able to narrow down to a 
specific answer on their own because at the base of it, lies a very strong ontology. A very clear, 
simple and comprehensive schema of the entire system is done by developing an ontology.  
 
5.1.1 Components of Ontology 
 
 
Figure 19: Ontology Components 
  
Many ontologies describe classes, individuals, attributes and relations, rules and restrictions. 
These are some of the important aspects of an ontology. Following is a brief description about 
each concept: 
 Classes: They are a set of things or collections. 
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 Individuals: Objects or Instances. 
 Attributes: These are the properties that the object has, i.e. data properties or behavioral 
properties. 
 Relations: It describes the manner in which instances are related to one another.  
 Rules: These are depicted as certain conditions an object has to follow. An inference can 
be drawn from rules. 
 Restrictions: Certain restrictions can be enforced on an object. These restrictions can be 
either on the data level or on the behavioral level of the object or both.  
 
5.1.2 MOOCLink Ontology 
 
Previous work on MOOCLink was done by Sebastian Kagemann and Dr. Srividya Bansal. 
They have published their work as well (Kagemann & Bansal, 2015). After a significant search for 
finding an educational ontology suitable to publish the MOOC data, an extension to Schema.org’s 
ontology was made to serve the purpose. RDF/XML format was used throughout the entire 
process, right from the generation of the ontology to the final step of generating processed data. 
Schema.rdfs.org was hosting a RDF/XML version of Schema.org’s ontology, that was imported 
into MOOCLink’s ontology using Stanford Protégé (Noy & McGuinness, 2001).  The following 
figure depicts the original MOOCLink Ontology. 
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Figure 20: MOOCLink Ontology (Kagemann & Bansal, 2015) 
 
 However recently, schema.rdfs.org website was no longer maintained and hence the 
MOOCLink ontology import from schema.rdfs.org was no longer possible. It was discontinued 
from further development. There was a workaround given by them to this new development. The 
workaround was to use the schema script. But, due to changes made to the structure of 
schema.org website, the scraping script is also not fully functional. A third party 
(http://schema.link.fish/) proposed an alternate solution to this. They offered a free download of 
the entire schema.rdfs.org ontology in multiple formats (CSV Classes, CSV Properties, JSON, 
RDF/TTL). While this was a viable solution to the problem, but it would not serve the same 
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purpose when additional MOOC providers are integrated into this system in the near future. 
Hence, it was decided to stop using schema.rds.org entirely and to develop a new ontology from 
scratch which adheres to all conditions and covers as much data as possible from the five 
different data sources, i.e. Coursera, EdX, Udacity, Open Courseware and Khan Academy. The 
various changes made to the existing MOOCLink ontology is explained in the following section. 
 
5.2 Changes to MOOCLink Ontology 
 
As discussed in the previous section, several changes had to be made to the existing 
MOOCLink Ontology. Firstly, all imports from schema.rdfs.org had to be removed. This was a 
considerable challenge as Creative Work, which was Schema.org’s type for creative general 
creative work in the field of education amongst others, was not present at all. This meant that the 
entire structure had to be remodeled from scratch. Also, apart from the remodeling, there were 
some additions and deletions that had to be made to the new ontology in order to accommodate 
two more data sources, i.e. Khan Academy and Open Courseware (OCW). For example, there 
was no provision for describing a particular course in brief in the original ontology. This was 
added as Course_Desc in the new ontology. Figure 21 below shows the structure of the new 
ontology. 
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Figure 21: The new MOOCLink Ontology 
 
 As shown in the above figure, each class has certain data properties as well as object 
properties. There is a one-to-many relationship between all the classes. For example, if one 
considers Category and Course class, a one-to-many relationship exists between them and is 
depicted as “includes_course” and “belongs_To_Category”. This means that for each category, 
there are many courses and each course may belong to multiple categories. Similar relationships 
are found in the other classes as well. A more detailed diagram depicting this relationship is as 
follows: 
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Figure 22: One-many relationship example depiction of MOOCLink 
 
 In figure 22, the diagram on the left depicts that one category, i.e. “Computer Science” 
has multiple courses associated with it such as “Discrete Structures”, “Programming Languages 
Fundamentals" and “Computer Architecture”. This depicts the one-many relationship between the 
category class and the course class. On the contrary, the figure on the right depicts that one 
course can belong to multiple categories. So, in the figure on the right, the course “Programming 
Languages Fundamentals” belongs to multiple categories such as “Functional Programming”, 
“Machine level Programming” and “Object Oriented Programming”. Similarly, the one-many 
relationship exists between the Course and Session class where “one” course can belong to 
multiple “Sessions” and on the other hand, “one” session can include multiple “courses”. 
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CHAPTER 6 
LINKED DATA GENERATION 
 
6.1 Karma Web Integration 
  
One of the most important phases in the process of Linked data generation is the 
mapping of raw data files (JSON, XLS, DB Tables) to the semantic web ontology of the system. 
As seen in the previous chapters, the web ontology plays a cruicial role in the generation of 
Linked data. Karma Web is an “information integration tool that enables users to quickly and 
easily integrate data from a variety of data sources” (Szekely et al., 2013). Karma web Integration 
tool has been developed by students and faculty at University of Southern California (USC). 
Karma web has made it possible to seamlessly convert the raw data into appropriate RDF or 
Terse RDF Triple Language (TTL) format while using ontologies as a basis for integrating 
information of the system. It provides a visual representation of the raw data and enables the user 
to create relationships and heirarchies between entities. 
 
 Karma Web is a very user-friendly, easy to use and robust tool. It uses the Steiner Tool 
optimization algorithm in order to automate maximum process so as to enable the user to have a 
good experience of using the tool when they are mapping their data to the chosen web ontology. 
The users are shown an intuitive graphical user interface (GUI) which shows the generated model 
and de-couples the users from the underlying complex mappings between entities. Along with 
static data sources like JSON, Excel, DB tables, etc. Karma web also supports Web API 
integration. This means that Karma web can integrate data returned by API’s of thousands of 
MOOC providers. Providing integration support with hierarchical data models such as XML, 
JSON, KML is not an easy task but with Karma web, this has been made possible. The 
documentation provided by Karma web is also very informative and easy to understand for a new 
user to quickly grasp the various features of the tool and be able to easily reproduce results. 
Karma web has provided very informative videos which give the user a walkthrough of the 
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application features and solve most queries the user might generally have. Figure 23 is a 
screenshot of Karma Web in action. 
 
 
Figure 23: Karma Web Integration Sample 
 
 The above sample figure is a screenshot of Karma Web Integration in action to convert 
raw JSON data from Coursera into RDF or TTL format. As we can see, a graphical representation 
between entities is shown with the class name as the root. This relationships are defined in the 
ontology file which is pre-loaded in the Karma web Integration tool.  
 
6.2 Apache Jena Fuseki Server 
 
 Once the raw data is converted into appropriate TTL or RDF format, the data should 
reside at one stable location on which the SPARQL queries can be performed. Apache Jena 
Fuseki Server serves this purpose of hosting RDF/TTL files. It is basically a SPARQL server. 
There are multiple modes in which Apache Fuseki server can work on, viz. as an operating 
system service, as a Java Web app, or even as a standalone server. Apache Jena Fuseki Server 
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provides a intuitive graphical user interface where the user can upload multiple RDF/TTL files 
upon which SPARQL queries are performed. Figure 24 will explain the Fuseki server in a better 
way. 
 
 
Figure 24: Apache Jena Fuseki Server Homepage 
 
 The above figure shows the Apache Jena Fuseki Server’s homepage. As evident, there 
are two active datasets, i.e. “Thesis” and “test”. There are two more tabs other than the 
homepage, i.e. “dataset” and “manage dataset” page. When the user clicks on the “dataset” 
page, he/she is directed to the web editor of the selected dataset in order to write SPARQL 
queries. In this case, the selected dataset is “Thesis”. Figure 25 shows how the “dataset” page 
looks like and the different functionalities of the page.  
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Figure 25: Apache Jena Fuseki Server dataset webpage 
 
As we can see in the above figure, the user is provided with a text area to write the 
SPARQL query and he/she can also run that query by clicking the “play” button located on the 
right side of the page. The user has options in which he/she wants to view the results, i.e. either 
as a raw response or in a tabular format. The SPARQL endpoint is also to be specified and this 
endpoint can be used in implementation to access this feature of the Fuseki server. This means 
that a SPARQL query call to the SPARQL endpoint can be made “programatically” and the same 
results can be retrieved from the code written by the user. 
 
The next important feature of Apache Jena Fuseki server is the “manage dataset” feature. 
Using this feature, the user can create multiple datasets and choose from them to execute 
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SPARQL queries. Also, for a particular dataset, the user is provided with the ability to add and/or 
remove more files to the particular dataset. This webpage offers the user to either remove the 
dataset completely, make a backup of the dataset or to upload more data to the particular 
dataset. As we can see in figure 26 there are two datasets currently, i.e. “Thesis” and “test”. 
 
 
Figure 26: Apache Jena Fuseki Server “Manage dataset” webpage 
 
6.3 RDF/TTL Generation 
 
 As an alternative to the Karma Web Integration technique to convert raw data from data 
sources to RDF or TTL format, we have developed our own scripts for this conversion. While the 
Karma Web is a beautiful and easy technique to convert raw data into RDF/TTL format, it has to 
be done manually and requires human intervention. The end goal of this thesis is to maintain the 
data quality on the MOOCLink website. Using our own scipts, we can automate the process of 
RDF/TTL generation whereas the usage of Karma web would mean manual work would be 
required.  
 
 As a general rule, different scripts have been developed for different data sources. This is 
because the data format of each data source is different from the other. But, the underlying 
semantic web Ontology is the same for all data sources. The same OWL file is used in all scripts. 
The “Jena Library” for Java provides many useful classes and methods to aid this conversion. 
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The conversion  algorithm from raw data format to RDF/TTL format follows the following steps: 
 Loading all ontology properties and classes from the OWL file into an Apache Jena object 
in Java. 
 Parsing the raw data file and dividing each data object into two HashMaps, i.e. a property 
map and a class map. The property map contains all property of a particular course and 
the class map contains all classes which are present in that course. 
 The Jena object, Property map and the class map together are loaded into the Apache 
Jena library for Java and the appropriate RDF/TTL file is generated. 
We will explain each step mentioned above in detail as shown in Figure 27. 
 
Figure 27: Load OWL Properties and Classes to Jena Object 
 
This is the first step in the conversion of raw data to appropriate RDF/TTL file format. For 
each script written for each data provider, this step remains constant. In this step,  the “.owl” file 
which describes the ontology of MOOCLink is loaded into a Jena object. This process is split into 
loading of OWL classes and OWL properties. The OWL classes are “Course”, “Category”, 
“Session” and “Person”. The OWL properties are the properties of each OWL class mentioned. 
For example, the OWL class “Course” has properties such as “Course_name”, “Course_ID”, 
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“Course_Desc” and so on. This applies for all other OWL classes as well. Once we have the Jena 
object that contains all OWL classes and OWL properties, the next step is to parse the raw data 
file and to create two HashMaps, one for Course Properties and the other for Course Classes.  
 
 
Figure 28: Create property and class map of data objects 
 
 This is the second step in the conversion from raw data to RDF/TTL file format. Here, the 
entire raw data file is parsed course-by-course, and two Hashmaps are created for each course. 
The first Hashmap is the class map which accepts key as course ID and value as the class in the 
course. For example, if a course contains session information, category information and/or 
instructor information, then this is mapped into the class map for that course. The second 
hashmap is the property map which accepts key as course ID and value is the different properties 
of that course. For example, if a course contains properties such as start date, recommended 
background, etc. then these properties are mapped to that particular course. This step provides a 
firm background for the next step where the final mapping of the Jena object of the Ontology is 
mapped to the two Hashmaps. 
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Figure 29: Mapping of Jena Object with property map and class map 
 
 This is the final step in the conversion of raw data file into appropriate RDF/TTL file 
format. This step combines the output obtained from the previous steps and maps both of them to 
form the RDF/TTL file. The two hashmaps obtained from step 2 are parsed course-by course. For 
each course in these hashmaps, a mapping of the Jena object properties and classes is made. 
Finally, a RDF/TTL file is obtained which adheres to the OWL file of MOOCLink as well as maps 
the course object properties and different classes of a course. 
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CHAPTER 7 
MAINTAINING QUALITY OF LINKED DATA - METHODOLOGY 
 
7.1 Approach 
 
 In the previous chapters, we have discussed the strategies and algorithms for Linked 
Data generation in significant detail.  The process of Linked Data generation starts right from 
capturing raw data from MOOC providers, building a semantic web onotology for the system, 
conversion of the raw data captured from MOOC providers into an acceptable RDF or TTL 
format, creating and maintaining a SPARQL endpoint (using Apache Jena Fuseki Server), and 
finally executing SPARQL queries on the processed TTL/RDF data. The entire process is 
depicted in Figure 30. 
 
Figure 30: Linked Data Generation process 
 
This chapter will focus on maintainence of Linked Data quality. Before we discuss the 
strategy for maintaining Linked Data quality, it is very important to understand the motivation 
behind it. The web of today is extremely dynamic and information presented and viewed by the 
user at a point of time may become irrelevant within a day or even earlier than that. This is level 
of dynamism we are dealing with. To be able to cope up with the dynamic nature of data, web 
designers and developers must devise a strategy so that the users are kept engaged with the 
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latest copy of data. This phenomenon of keeping users engaged with top quality data becomes all 
the more important in the field of online education. There are hundreds of MOOC providers in the 
online education market and each provider is coming up with novel strategies which help the 
users understand the topic completely. In case of MOOCLink, which is a MOOC aggregator, 
providing the users with outdated copies of data will hamper the user experience tremendously. 
Consider the following example depicted by the figure below. 
 
 
Figure 31: Motivation for maintaining Linked Data Quality 
 
 The above figure 31 is an example of the MOOCLink application without the data quality 
maintenance system in place. The user is viewing the MOOCLink application with v1.0 data. 
While this process goes on for a few days, Coursera updates its data by updating details of some 
courses, adds few course and also deletes some courses which are no longer relevant and/or no 
longer available for the public to use. Khan Academy, another MOOC provider, also updates its 
course catalog listings. But here’s the problem. The user is not receiving the updated V1.1 data at 
his/her end. They are still viewing and navigating through old course listings which may not even 
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exist in reality. It may happen that the user chooses to go ahead with a particular course after 
comparing it to similar courses using the MOOCLink application only to find out that that particular 
course is no longer supported by Coursera or Khan Academy. This leads to user receiving 
outdated and irrelevant information, which is bad for user experience as well as accuracy of data 
being provided by the application. 
 
7.2 Algorithms 
  
In this section, the strategies used for maintaining Linked Data Quality in the MOOCLink 
application are discussed. The following figure 32 descibes the overall control flow for maintaining 
data quality.  
 
Figure 32: Control Flow for Maintaining Data Quality 
  
As seen in the Figure 32, there are two algorithms proposed for maintaining Linked Data 
Quality in this thesis, which are: 
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 Naïve Approach 
 Incremental Update Approach 
 
The “Decision maker” module is responsible to identify which approach to choose from 
the aforementioned approaches. This decision is based on a “Threshold” value which is explained 
later in the chapter. The next section will give an in-depth working of the “decision maker” module.  
 
7.2.1 The Decision Maker 
 
 
Figure 33: Decision Maker Module 
 
 Figure 33 pictorizes the working of the “decision maker” module. This module is 
responsible to determine whether data updates are to be done using Approach 1, i.e. the Naïve 
approach or by Approach 2, i.e. the Incrementatal Update approach. The first step in this process 
is to extract new data from each MOOC provider. This process is explained in detail in chapter 6 
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named Linked Data Generation. When the fresh copy of raw data is obtained from the MOOC 
provider, the next step is to take this new copy of data and compare it with the previous raw data 
of the same MOOC provider residing on the project server. This module of comparison is the 
most important module of the entire system and is reused for the “incremental update approach” 
as well. While comparing the new data and the old data, the system is looking to obtain two 
parameters from it: 
 Percentage change 
 Provider Score 
 
The “percentage change” parameter tells how much percentage of data has been 
changed in the new data file as compared to the older version of data. For example, if 100 
courses are retreived in the first run, and in the next run, 100 courses are retrieved but it is found 
that out of the new 100 courses, 36 courses have changes in them. These changes may be 
changes to “course name”, “course description”, “category”, etc. This shows that the percentage 
change is 36%. It also signifies that the remaining 64 courses are unchanged. The number of 
unchanged courses is a very important parameter and its significance will be explained later in 
the chapter.  
 
The “provider score” parameter helps to rank various MOOC providers in descending 
order of their score. This parameter will be helpful in the real-world where unlimited amount of 
bandwidth is not a reality. There are bandwidth limitations in terms of how much amount of data 
can reside on the system server and/or how much amount of data can be downloaded using the 
services of your Internet Service Provider (ISP). While the latter is not much of a concern in an 
industry setting, the former is a real-world issue. Coming up with a provider score for each MOOC 
provider will ensure that if there arises a bandwidth constraint, then the system is in a position to 
target only those MOOC providers which have a greater provider score than the others. This will, 
in turn, make sure that maximum number of data updates are done in each run of the check for 
Data Quality. 
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Figure 34 descibes the nature of the provider score parameter and its underlying details.  
 
Figure 34: Provider Score 
 
As seen in Figure 34, the provider score is calculated based on three factors, and each 
factor will be discussed seperately: 
 Size of data 
 Number of Courses added or deleted 
 Number of Course details modified 
 
“Size of data” refers to the number of courses retrieved from the data source. “Number of 
courses added or deleted” refers to how many new courses have been added by the data source 
and how many old or redundant courses have been removed by the data source. Next, the 
“Number of Course details modified” refers to how many courses are such that their details have 
changed since the last data pull. Based on these factors, each data source is ranked according to 
its score. 
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The next parameter is the “threshold”. This parameter will decide when to use the Naïve 
approach and when to use the Incremental update approach. The threshold value is defined as 
the “percentage change at which one approach becomes better than the other in terms of 
efficiency”.  Figure 35 would explain the construction and usage of the “threshold” parameter.  
 
 
Figure 35: The threshold parameter 
 
 As seen in the above figure, the threshold value is responsible for deciding whether to 
update data using Approach 1 or Approach 2. A master threshold value was evaluated after 
extensive experimentation on the data sets. The process of evaluation of the master threshold 
value is explained in depth in the next chapter. Once the master value is obtained, it is compared 
with the change percentage of the current run. If the change percentage is less than the master 
threshold value, then the “Incremental Update approach” is used. On the other hand, if the 
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change percentage is greater than the master threshold value, then the “Naïve approach” is used. 
 
7.2.2 The Naïve Approach 
 
 
Figure 36: The Naïve approach 
 
 This is the first of the two approaches used in this thesis for maintaining Linked Data 
Quality. This approach is a simplistic and traditional way of maintaining data quality. The first step 
is to pull new data from the MOOC provider. This process of data extraction from MOOC provider 
is explained in detail in chapter 6. Once the new data is extracted from the MOOC provider, it is 
converted into an appropriate JSON format with proper indentation. The indentation makes sure 
that the JSON document is human readable if there’s a need for a manual override during the 
working of the system.  
 
 Now that the new JSON file is ready to be replaced, the next step is to locate the 
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previous copy of JSON data on the server. The Apache Tomcat server is used for the purpose of 
the MOOCLink system. This file resides under the “data” folder on the Tomcat server. Once the 
file is located, it is replaced by the new JSON file. The next step is to convert this “new” but raw 
JSON data into RDF/TTL file format. This is a crucial step because all SPARQL queries will be 
executed on the RDF/TTL data, and not the raw JSON data. The conversion from JSON to 
RDF/TTL is also explained in Chapter 6. Once the file is converted to RDF/TTL file format, it 
completely replaces the old RDF/TTL file residing on the Apache Jena Fuseki Server. Once this 
change is done, the same process is followed for other MOOC providers. The next section will 
cover the more sophisticated approach for maintaining data quality, i.e. “The Incremental Update 
Approach”. 
 
7.2.3 The Incremental Update Approach 
 
This is the second approach for maintaining Linked Data Quality for the MOOCLink 
System. The difference between the Naïve approach and the Incremental Update approach is 
that  as opposed to the former, number of factors are taken into consideration before obtaining 
updated Linked Data. Whereas, in case of the former, simple replacement of the old JSON data 
with the newly obtained JSON data is done. Figure 37 depicts the working of this new and 
sophisticated approach.  
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Figure 37: The Incremental Update Approach 
 
As seen in figure 37, there are four broad steps for the incremental approach as well. The 
first step is the most crucial step as this is where the comparison between the old JSON file and 
the new JSON file takes place. A more detailed explanation of the first step is as follows: 
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Figure 38: JSON Comparison in Approach 2 
 
 In the first step of the incremental update approach, the original JSON file residing on the 
server is compared with the new JSON file. This is done using Hash Maps, as this data structure 
fits in perfectly to satisfy the requirement and also has a faster retreival time (O(1)). Two levels of 
Hash Maps are created, i.e. one on the class level, and the other on the property level of that 
class. As seen in figure 38, an outer Hash Map is created for each class, i.e. “Course”, 
“Category”, and so on. Also, for each of these Hash Maps, there is an inner Hash Map created 
with key being the property of that class and value being the data associated with that property. 
For example, in case of the “Course” class, an outer Hash Map is created with key-value pair as  
(<course_ID>,<Hash Map<String, String>>). The inner Hash Map contains the key-value pairs 
such as (<Course_ID>, “123”), (<Course_desc>,”description”) and so on. 
 
 This process ensures that all the new JSON data is captured in these Hash Maps. Once 
this data is captured, the old JSON file residing on the system server is parsed, object by object, 
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and each class and each property of that class is compared with the new JSON file stored in 
Hash Map format. A “Course Change Counter” and “Course Add/Delete Counter” is maintained to 
be incremented whenever a course change or course addition/deletion is encountered between 
the two sets of data respectively. These counter variables are also used in the “provider score” 
module.  
 
 The next step of this process is to update the changes to the original JSON file. The old 
JSON file is parsed and the changes, which are again captured in the Hash Map data structure in 
the previous step, are updated in the original JSON file. The last two steps of the “Incremental 
Update Approach” is same as the “Naïve approach”, which are conversion to RDF/TTL and 
reflecting the same changes on the website.  
 
7.3 Web Application Development 
  
The MOOCLink Web Application is hosted on Apache Tomcat 8 Server. The web 
application GUI is developed in Javascript and HTML with Bootstrap 3.0 library. The most 
important feature of the MOOCLink application is the “Search” bar. The user can search for any 
course or even keywords and the underlying SPARQL query engine will search throughout the 
RDF triples and return a list of courses with an exact or at least a partial match with the keyword. 
Figure 39 and 40 shows the MOOCLink system design and web application screenshot. 
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Figure 39: MOOCLink System Design 
 
 
Figure 40: MOOCLink Web Application Screenshot 
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7.4 Precision and Recall 
 
 In order to better evaluate the authenticity of results obtained from the MOOC providers, 
it was decided to use the “precision” and “recall” paramters for this evaluation. By definition, 
precision is defined as “the fraction of documents retrieved that are relevant to the user’s 
information need” (Zhu, 2004). On the other hand, Recall is defined as “the fraction of documents 
that are relevant to the query and are successfully retrieved” (Zhu, 2004). 
 
 In reference to this thesis, precision would give us the percentage of courses that are 
retireved by the MOOCLink system and are relevant to the information queried by the user. Recall 
would give us the percentage of courses that are relevant to the user query and they are retrieved 
using MOOCLink. In the next chapter, we will analyse results based on these paramters as well.   
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CHAPTER 8 
RESULTS AND CONCLUSION 
 
 In this chapter, the results as well as a detailed analysis is presented. The conclusion of 
the research is also presented. And finally, the future work and enhancements are disussed. 
Before the results are discussed, the Figure below shows the experimental data information. 
 
 
Table 1: Experimental Data Information 
 
8.1 Results 
  
As explained in the previous chapter, two algorithms are implemented to maintain data 
quality of Linked Data. An extensive experimental approach is used to evaluate the two 
algorithms. Also, the experimental setup is such that it gives answers to the research questions 
posed in this thesis. The MOOCLink aggregator has five MOOC providers, i.e. Coursera, edX, 
Udacity, Khan Academy and OCW.  
 
The “master threshold value” mentioned in chapter 7 is calculated after performing 
experiments on the corpus of data available from these five MOOC providers. In order for the 
Data Quality engine to kick in, it is necessary to be certain that data obtained from the five MOOC 
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providers at any point definetely has some changes in them. As this cetainty cannot be 
guarenteed, the changes in data from all MOOC providers were manually simulated. In order to 
find the “master threshold value” where one approach becomes efficient than the other, the 
changes made to the data were broken down into four parts and four experiments were 
conducted. In the first part, only 10% of data was changed as compared to the original data. The 
second part consisted of 50% changes to the data, the third part consisted of 60% changes to the 
data, and the fourth one had 90% changes to the data when compared to the original data from 
the MOOC providers.  
 
For each set of changes, the “Incremental Update Approach” was applied and the time 
required for the algorithm to parse and update the original data file from each MOOC provider 
was noted. At the same time, the “Naïve Approach” was applied, wherein replacing new data from 
each MOOC provider is done. Again, the time required for this algorithm to replace the old JSON 
file with a fresh copy for each MOOC provider was noted. In an effort to be certain that all files are 
being downloaded at the same download speed, a third party application called “Net Limiter” was 
used to keep the download speed uniform for each run of the experiment for both approaches. 
Continuous implementation of both algorithms was done for about a week and the results of the 
experiments for the “Naïve Approach” is shown in the below table. 
 
 
Table 2: Naïve Approach Experiments Results 
 
 Table 2 shows the time required (in milliseconds) for the “Naïve Approach” to be 
implemented for each of the five MOOC providers. This time includes the time to download the 
new data file using API’s of each MOOC provider, conversion of raw data to human readable 
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JSON format, and replacing the old JSON file with the newly obtained and processed JSON data 
file. Table 3 shows the results of the experiments for the “Incremental Update Approach”. 
 
 
Table 3: Incremental Update Approach Results 
 
 Table 3 shows the time required (in milliseconds) for the “incremental Update Approach” 
to be implemented on each of the MOOC providers for three types of change in data (10%, 50%, 
60% and 90%). This would help to understand the “master threshold value”. 
 
 In this section, we will look at results for the precision and recall of the system. In order to 
fairly evaluate these two paramters, search queries were executed using the Linked Data of 
MOOCLink. The results of these queries were compared to the results returned by the MOOC 
provider on their individual website. Table 3 illustrates the precision and recall paramters for each 
MOOC provider.  
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Table 4: Precision and Recall Results 
 
 As seen in Table 4, the precision and recall results for most MOOC providers is very 
good. This, in turn, proves the authenticty of results retrieved by MOOCLink. In case of Coursera 
and OCW, the percentages for both paramters are comparitively low. A major reason for this is 
the unavailability to access the entire course catalog via the API’s provided by the respective 
MOOC providers. For Coursera, a “pagination” parameter has been added to the API call made to 
access the JSON data. But, when developers try to use that paramter to access the entire course 
list of Coursera, all courses are not returned. In case of OCW, the errors are again occuring due 
to unavailability of entire course catalog information. While OCW does provide an API to access 
the course catalog, the entire course list can’t be accessed via a single call, instead individual 
course information of a specific course can be obtained. As explained in Chapter 4, OCW 
provides an Excel dump file containing all Course Catalog information. Unfortunately, they don’t 
have a mechanism in place to automate the updation of this Excel dump file as and when new 
courses are added on OCW. As a result, both the precision and recall paramters take a hit 
because the comparison takes place against a newer OCW course dataset but the Excel file used 
for computation in MOOCLink does not contain all the objects. In the next section, we will analyze 
the results obtained by the experiments. 
 
8.2 Analysis 
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 Based on the implmentation of the two approaches in this thesis on the data provided by 
the five MOOC providers, the “master threshold value” is at 55%. In reference to Figure 34, which 
explains the “threshold” parameter, it is observed that when the “percentage change” of the data 
of any MOOC provider is greater than 55%, then the “Naïve Approach” is more efficient in terms 
of the time required for the algorithm to complete. On the contrary, if the “percentage change” is 
less than 55%, then the “Incremental Update Approach” fares better in terms of the time 
efficiency.  
 
 
Figure 41: Final Verdict 
 
 To explain this further, refer to Table 1 and Table 2 and observe the results of Coursera. It 
is seen that in case of the “Naïve Approach”, Coursera takes 540ms to complete the replacement 
of old JSON data with new JSON data. The “Incremental Update Approach”, on the other hand, 
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consumes 502ms to update 10% change in data, 520ms to update 50% change in data, and 
600ms to update 90% change in data. It is clear from these numbers that the “Incremental 
Update Approach” is better than the “Naïve Approach” until the percentage change of data 
crosses more than 50%, specifically 55%. After 55%, the “Naïve Approach” fares better than the 
latter approach. Similar analysis of results can be done for other MOOC providers as well.   
 
8.3 Conclusion 
 
 In this age and world of internet with information getting updated by the second, 
maintaining data quality is of paramount importance, more so in the field of online education. 
Development and maintainence of a website such as MOOCLink needs the data to be updated 
for the sake of convinience of the user. This thesis explored two different approaches for 
maintaining the quality of this Linked Data. Also, a “master threshold” was established which not 
only decides the approach to go ahead with, but also establishes guidelines for future developers. 
Taking into consideration the real world applications of a website like MOOCLink, which pulls data 
from different API’s, this thesis has eases the process of maintaining data quality on a continuous 
basis. Along with the “master threshold” parameter, the calculated “provider score” also helps to 
rank each MOOC provider and can be used in the real world where bandwidth limitations are a 
harsh reality.  
  
In conclusion, this thesis explores the need and urgency for maintaining data quality, and 
establishes a foolproof approach to tackle this problem in the domain of online education. These 
algorithms and techniques can be applied to data in other domains as well. These techniques 
thereby contribute to the community effort of Linked Open data for data interchange on the web 
and faciliate development of intelligent data-driven applications. 
  
8.4 Future Work 
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 This system uses different approaches for improving linked data quality for the 
MOOCLink application. Currently, the system supports integration of data from five MOOC 
providers, i.e. Coursera, edX, Udacity, Khan Academy and OCW. Also, the backbone of the 
system is the semantic web ontology (OWL) file. Additional work can be done in this domain to 
make this OWL file more robust and in the process, make it easier to incorporate more MOOC 
providers.  In addition to this, strategies can be devised that will allow extracting and integrating 
data from other providers as well. 
 
 Also as part of future work, a new feature can be introcuded in the system for “Course 
Comparison”. This would be visual comparison of courses from different MOOC providers to 
better illustrate the similarities and differences. The course comparison feature would help the 
users to understand the differences in various MOOC offerings and help them to make an 
informed decision. When MOOCLink is compared to other MOOC aggregators in the market, the 
most striking feature which would boost MOOCLink as a product is social media connectivity. If 
MOOCLink can be opened up to social media such as Twitter, Facebook, etc. then potentially 
more number of users might use MOOCLink and with more users comes more opinions and user 
feedback. Opinions of users on the application will help to improve MOOCLink as a product which 
can be sold to the masses as it deals with real-world users directly. User feedback on courses will 
help in ranking the search results and providing course rating and reviews data to the users. 
 
 For the data quality aspect of the project, more work can be done to automate the 
maintanence of data quality. This could mean writing scripts or CRON jobs (time-based scheduler 
jobs) which would run at a set interval of time and pull data from the listed MOOC providers and 
possibly even more.  
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APPENDIX A 
 
IMPLEMENTATION CODE 
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package com.ml.dataQuality; 
 
import java.io.FileReader; 
import java.io.FileWriter; 
import java.net.URL; 
import java.util.ArrayList; 
import java.util.HashMap; 
import java.util.Map; 
 
import org.apache.commons.io.IOUtils; 
import org.json.simple.JSONArray; 
import org.json.simple.JSONObject; 
import org.json.simple.parser.JSONParser; 
 
public class DQ_Coursera { 
 
 public static int PRETTY_PRINT_INDENT_FACTOR = 4; 
 
 public static void main(String[] args) throws Exception { 
   
   
   
  DQ_Coursera dqCoursera = new DQ_Coursera(); 
  dqCoursera.getNewDataFromCoursera(); 
  //dqCoursera.makeChangesToJSONForEvaluation(); 
  //dqCoursera.checkQualityOfDataFromCoursera(); 
   
 } 
  
 @SuppressWarnings("unchecked") 
 private void makeChangesToJSONForEvaluation() throws Exception{ 
 
   
  JSONParser parser = new JSONParser();  
  Object obj= parser.parse(new 
FileReader("D:\\Project\\Coursera\\coursera.json")); 
  JSONObject inner = (JSONObject) obj; 
  JSONArray jArrayForElements = 
(JSONArray)inner.get("elements"); 
  double count=0; 
  for(Object o: jArrayForElements){ 
    
   if(Math.random() < 0.9){ 
    count++; 
    JSONObject course = (JSONObject) o; 
     
    course.put("name", "This is a change in name for 
course ID"+ course.get("id").toString()); 
    course.put("shortDescription", "<div>This course 
gives a broad overview of contraceptive methods and explores issues 
that influence contraceptive choices 
today. <\\//div>\n<div><\\/div>\\n<div>We will discuss the mechanism of 
action, effectiveness, risk/benefit, side effects and contraindications 
for each contraceptive method, as well as ask some questions about 
contraceptive decision making. What are some of the factors that 
influence contraception use and decision making?   Are there specific 
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cultural, ethnic, social and environmental factors?  We will also look 
at the relationship between contraception use and risk of acquiring 
Sexually Transmitted Infections (STIs). <\\/div>\\n<div><\\/div>"+ 
course.get("id").toString()); 
    course.put("courseFormat", "<div>This course 
gives a broad overview of contraceptive methods and explores issues 
that influence contraceptive choices 
today. <\\//div>\n<div><\\/div>\\n<div>We will discuss the mechanism of 
action, effectiveness, risk/benefit, side effects and contraindications 
for each contraceptive method, as well as ask some questions about 
contraceptive decision making. What are some of the factors that 
influence contraception use and decision making?   Are there specific 
cultural, ethnic, social and environmental factors?  We will also look 
at the relationship between contraception use and risk of acquiring 
Sexually Transmitted Infections (STIs). <\\/div>\\n<div><\\/div>"+ 
course.get("id").toString()); 
    course.put("courseSyllabus", "<div>This course 
gives a broad overview of contraceptive methods and explores issues 
that influence contraceptive choices 
today. <\\//div>\n<div><\\/div>\\n<div>We will discuss the mechanism of 
action, effectiveness, risk/benefit, side effects and contraindications 
for each contraceptive method, as well as ask some questions about 
contraceptive decision making. What are some of the factors that 
influence contraception use and decision making?   Are there specific 
cultural, ethnic, social and environmental factors?  We will also look 
at the relationship between contraception use and risk of acquiring 
Sexually Transmitted Infections (STIs). <\\/div>\\n<div><\\/div>"+ 
course.get("id").toString()); 
    course.put("language", "<div>This course gives a 
broad overview of contraceptive methods and explores issues that 
influence contraceptive choices 
today. <\\//div>\n<div><\\/div>\\n<div>We will discuss the mechanism of 
action, effectiveness, risk/benefit, side effects and contraindications 
for each contraceptive method, as well as ask some questions about 
contraceptive decision making. What are some of the factors that 
influence contraception use and decision making?   Are there specific 
cultural, ethnic, social and environmental factors?  We will also look 
at the relationship between contraception use and risk of acquiring 
Sexually Transmitted Infections (STIs). <\\/div>\\n<div><\\/div>"+ 
course.get("id").toString()); 
    course.put("recommendedBackground", "<div>This 
course gives a broad overview of contraceptive methods and explores 
issues that influence contraceptive choices 
today. <\\//div>\n<div><\\/div>\\n<div>We will discuss the mechanism of 
action, effectiveness, risk/benefit, side effects and contraindications 
for each contraceptive method, as well as ask some questions about 
contraceptive decision making. What are some of the factors that 
influence contraception use and decision making?   Are there specific 
cultural, ethnic, social and environmental factors?  We will also look 
at the relationship between contraception use and risk of acquiring 
Sexually Transmitted Infections (STIs). <\\/div>\\n<div><\\/div>"+ 
course.get("id").toString()); 
    course.put("aboutTheCourse", "<div>This course 
gives a broad overview of contraceptive methods and explores issues 
that influence contraceptive choices 
today. <\\//div>\n<div><\\/div>\\n<div>We will discuss the mechanism of 
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action, effectiveness, risk/benefit, side effects and contraindications 
for each contraceptive method, as well as ask some questions about 
contraceptive decision making. What are some of the factors that 
influence contraception use and decision making?   Are there specific 
cultural, ethnic, social and environmental factors?  We will also look 
at the relationship between contraception use and risk of acquiring 
Sexually Transmitted Infections (STIs). <\\/div>\\n<div><\\/div>"+ 
course.get("id").toString()); 
   } 
  } 
  System.out.println(count); 
   
  inner.put("elements", jArrayForElements); 
  FileWriter fw = new 
FileWriter("D:\\Project\\Coursera\\coursera_90.json"); 
  fw.write(inner.toString()); 
  fw.flush(); 
  fw.close(); 
   
  /*org.json.JSONObject jsonObject = new 
org.json.JSONObject(IOUtils.toString(new 
FileReader("D:\\Project\\Coursera\\coursera_10.json"))); 
  String jsonPrettyPrintString = 
jsonObject.toString(PRETTY_PRINT_INDENT_FACTOR); 
  fw = new 
FileWriter("D:\\Project\\Coursera\\coursera_10.json"); 
  fw.write(jsonPrettyPrintString.toString()); 
  fw.flush(); 
  fw.close();*/ 
   
 } 
 
 private void checkQualityOfDataFromCoursera() throws Exception { 
   
  /* 
   * Loading new JSON file into HashMap 
   *  
  */ 
   
  JSONParser parser = new JSONParser();  
 
  Object obj= parser.parse(new 
FileReader("D:\\Project\\Coursera\\coursera_90.json")); 
 
  JSONObject inner = (JSONObject) obj; 
  JSONArray jArrayForElements = 
(JSONArray)inner.get("elements"); 
   
  /* 
   * Loading courses 
   *  
  */ 
   
  Map<String,ArrayList<String>> courseMap = new 
HashMap<String,ArrayList<String>>(); 
  int count=0; 
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  for(Object o: jArrayForElements){ 
   JSONObject course = (JSONObject) o; 
 
   String courseID = course.get("id").toString(); 
   courseMap.put(courseID, null); 
   ArrayList<String> value = new ArrayList<String>(); 
 
   String name = (String) course.get("name"); 
   value.add(name); 
   courseMap.put(courseID, value); 
 
   String shortDescription = (String) 
course.get("shortDescription"); 
   value.add(shortDescription); 
   courseMap.put(courseID, value); 
 
   String courseFormat = (String) 
course.get("courseFormat"); 
   value.add(courseFormat); 
   courseMap.put(courseID, value); 
 
   String courseSyllabus = (String) 
course.get("courseSyllabus"); 
   value.add(courseSyllabus); 
   courseMap.put(courseID, value); 
 
 
   String language = (String) course.get("language"); 
   value.add(language); 
   courseMap.put(courseID, value); 
 
   String recommendedBackground = (String) 
course.get("recommendedBackground"); 
   value.add(recommendedBackground); 
   courseMap.put(courseID, value); 
 
   String aboutTheCourse = (String) 
course.get("aboutTheCourse"); 
   value.add(aboutTheCourse); 
   courseMap.put(courseID, value); 
 
   count++; 
  } 
  System.out.println(count); 
 
  JSONObject links =  (JSONObject) inner.get("linked"); 
  JSONArray instructorArray = (JSONArray) 
links.get("instructors"); 
   
  /* 
   * Loading instructors 
   * */ 
  Map<String,ArrayList<String>> instructorMap = new 
HashMap<String,ArrayList<String>>(); 
 
  for(Object o: instructorArray){ 
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   JSONObject instructor = (JSONObject) o; 
 
   String instructorID = instructor.get("id").toString(); 
   instructorMap.put(instructorID, null); 
   ArrayList<String> value = new ArrayList<String>(); 
 
   String lastName = (String) instructor.get("lastName"); 
   //   System.out.println(lastName); 
   value.add(lastName); 
   instructorMap.put(instructorID, value); 
 
   String firstName = (String) 
instructor.get("firstName"); 
   //   System.out.println(firstName); 
   value.add(firstName); 
   instructorMap.put(instructorID, value); 
 
  } 
 
  /* 
   * Loading categories 
   * */ 
  JSONArray categoryArray = (JSONArray) 
links.get("categories"); 
  Map<String,ArrayList<String>> categoryMap = new 
HashMap<String,ArrayList<String>>(); 
 
  for(Object o: categoryArray){ 
   JSONObject category = (JSONObject) o; 
 
   String categoryID = category.get("id").toString(); 
   categoryMap.put(categoryID, null); 
   ArrayList<String> value = new ArrayList<String>(); 
 
   String nameOfCategory = (String) category.get("name"); 
   value.add(nameOfCategory); 
   categoryMap.put(categoryID, value); 
 
  } 
 
   
  /* 
   * call to get the score of Coursera 
   * */ 
  getScore(courseMap,instructorMap,categoryMap); 
 
 
   
 } 
 
 public static void getScore(Map<String,ArrayList<String>> 
courseMap, Map<String,ArrayList<String>> instructorMap, 
Map<String,ArrayList<String>> categoryMap){ 
 
 
  int countOfCoursesDeleted=0; 
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  int countOfCoursesWithDetailsChanged=0; 
  Map<String,Map<String,String>> changeInJsonMap = new 
HashMap<String,Map<String,String>>(); 
 
  try{ 
   JSONParser parser = new JSONParser();  
 
   /* 
    * Loading the old JSON data.  
   */ 
    
    
   Object obj= parser.parse(new 
FileReader("D:\\Project\\Coursera\\coursera.json")); 
   JSONObject inner = (JSONObject) obj; 
   JSONArray jArrayForElements = 
(JSONArray)inner.get("elements"); 
 
   /* 
    *  For each old JSON element, compare it with the new 
JSON file which is already loaded.  
   */ 
 
   for(Object o: jArrayForElements){ 
    JSONObject course = (JSONObject) o; 
    Map<String,String> courseDetailsChangeMap = new 
HashMap<String,String>(); 
    String courseID = course.get("id").toString(); 
    if(courseMap.get(courseID)==null){ 
     //This is a course which has been removed 
since the last run 
     countOfCoursesDeleted++; 
     Map<String,String> dummyMap = new 
HashMap<>(); 
     dummyMap.put("dummy", "dummy"); 
     changeInJsonMap.put(courseID, dummyMap); 
     //delete this course from the original 
JSON 
    } 
    else{ 
     int arrayListIterator=0; 
     String name = (String) course.get("name"); 
    
 if(courseMap.get(courseID).get(arrayListIterator++).equals(name)){
} 
     else{ 
      countOfCoursesWithDetailsChanged++; 
      courseDetailsChangeMap.put("name", 
courseMap.get(courseID).get(arrayListIterator-1)); 
     } 
     String shortDescription = (String) 
course.get("shortDescription"); 
    
 if(courseMap.get(courseID).get(arrayListIterator++).equals(shortDe
scription)){} 
     else{ 
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      countOfCoursesWithDetailsChanged++; 
     
 courseDetailsChangeMap.put("shortDescription", 
courseMap.get(courseID).get(arrayListIterator-1)); 
     } 
     String courseFormat = (String) 
course.get("courseFormat"); 
    
 if(courseMap.get(courseID).get(arrayListIterator++).equals(courseF
ormat)){} 
     else{ 
      countOfCoursesWithDetailsChanged++; 
     
 courseDetailsChangeMap.put("courseFormat", 
courseMap.get(courseID).get(arrayListIterator-1)); 
     } 
     String courseSyllabus = (String) 
course.get("courseSyllabus"); 
    
 if(courseMap.get(courseID).get(arrayListIterator++).equals(courseS
yllabus)){} 
     else{ 
      countOfCoursesWithDetailsChanged++; 
     
 courseDetailsChangeMap.put("courseSyllabus", 
courseMap.get(courseID).get(arrayListIterator-1)); 
     } 
     String language = (String) 
course.get("language"); 
    
 if(courseMap.get(courseID).get(arrayListIterator++).equals(languag
e)){} 
     else{ 
      countOfCoursesWithDetailsChanged++; 
     
 courseDetailsChangeMap.put("language", 
courseMap.get(courseID).get(arrayListIterator-1)); 
     } 
     String recommendedBackground = (String) 
course.get("recommendedBackground"); 
    
 if(courseMap.get(courseID).get(arrayListIterator++).equals(recomme
ndedBackground)){} 
     else{ 
      countOfCoursesWithDetailsChanged++; 
     
 courseDetailsChangeMap.put("recommendedBackground", 
courseMap.get(courseID).get(arrayListIterator-1)); 
     } 
     String aboutTheCourse = (String) 
course.get("aboutTheCourse"); 
    
 if(courseMap.get(courseID).get(arrayListIterator++).equals(aboutTh
eCourse)){} 
     else{ 
      countOfCoursesWithDetailsChanged++; 
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 courseDetailsChangeMap.put("aboutTheCourse", 
courseMap.get(courseID).get(arrayListIterator-1)); 
     } 
     //if(!courseDetailsChangeMap.isEmpty()) 
     changeInJsonMap.put(courseID, 
courseDetailsChangeMap); 
    } 
 
   } 
  } 
  catch(Exception e){ 
   e.printStackTrace(); 
  } 
 
 
 changeOriginalJSONAccToScore(changeInJsonMap,(countOfCoursesDelete
d+(countOfCoursesWithDetailsChanged/2))); 
 } 
 
 @SuppressWarnings("unchecked") 
 private static void changeOriginalJSONAccToScore(Map<String, 
Map<String, String>> mapForChangesToBeMadeInOriginalJson, int score) { 
 
  try{ 
   JSONParser parser = new JSONParser();  
 
   /*  Now, update the original JSON file with the 
changes. 
    *  
   */ 
    
    
   Object obj= parser.parse(new 
FileReader("D:\\Project\\Coursera\\coursera.json")); 
   JSONObject inner = (JSONObject) obj; 
   JSONArray jArrayForElements = 
(JSONArray)inner.get("elements"); 
   int locationCount = 0; 
   ArrayList<Integer> locationList = new 
ArrayList<Integer>(); 
   Map<String,String> dummyMap = new HashMap<>(); 
   dummyMap.put("dummy", "dummy"); 
   for(Object o: jArrayForElements){ 
    JSONObject course = (JSONObject) o; 
    String courseID = course.get("id").toString(); 
 
   
 if(mapForChangesToBeMadeInOriginalJson.get(courseID)==dummyMap){ /
/Delete course from JSON file 
     locationList.add(locationCount); 
    } 
    else{ 
     Map<String,String> innerChangesMap = 
mapForChangesToBeMadeInOriginalJson.get(courseID); 
     for (Map.Entry<String, String> entry : 
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innerChangesMap.entrySet()) { 
      String key = 
entry.getKey().toString(); 
      String value = 
entry.getValue().toString(); 
      course.put(key, value); 
     } 
    } 
 
    locationCount++; 
   } 
   ArrayList<String> list1 = new ArrayList<String>(); 
   int len = jArrayForElements.size(); 
   if (jArrayForElements != null) {  
    for (int i=0;i<len;i++){  
    
 list1.add(jArrayForElements.get(i).toString()); 
    }  
   } 
    
   for(int i=0;i<locationList.size();i++){ 
    int loc = locationList.get(i); 
    list1.remove(loc); 
   } 
   org.json.JSONArray finalJsonArray = new 
org.json.JSONArray(list1); 
   inner.put("elements", finalJsonArray); 
   FileWriter fw = new 
FileWriter("D:\\Project\\Coursera\\coursera_90_changed.json"); 
   fw.write(inner.toString()); 
   fw.flush(); 
   fw.close(); 
 
   /*org.json.JSONObject jsonObject = new 
org.json.JSONObject(IOUtils.toString(new 
FileReader("D:\\Project\\Coursera\\coursera_10_changed.json"))); 
   String jsonPrettyPrintString = 
jsonObject.toString(PRETTY_PRINT_INDENT_FACTOR); 
   fw = new 
FileWriter("D:\\Project\\Coursera\\coursera_10_changed.json"); 
   fw.write(jsonPrettyPrintString.toString()); 
   fw.flush(); 
   fw.close();*/ 
  } 
  catch(Exception e){ 
   e.printStackTrace(); 
  } 
 
 } 
 
 @SuppressWarnings("static-access") 
 public void getNewDataFromCoursera(){ 
  try { 
 
   org.json.JSONObject jsonObject = new 
org.json.JSONObject(IOUtils.toString(new 
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URL("https://api.coursera.org/api/catalog.v1/courses?fields=id,startDat
e,name,shortDescription,language,courseFormat,courseSyllabus,recommende
dBackground,aboutTheCourse&includes=instructors,categories"))); 
   Thread t=null; 
   long startTime = System.currentTimeMillis(); 
   String jsonPrettyPrintString = 
jsonObject.toString(PRETTY_PRINT_INDENT_FACTOR); 
   FileWriter fw = new 
FileWriter("D:\\Project\\Coursera\\coursera.json"); 
   fw.write(jsonPrettyPrintString.toString()); 
   fw.flush(); 
   fw.close(); 
    
   long endTime   = System.currentTimeMillis(); 
   long totalTime = endTime - startTime; 
   System.out.println("\n\n"+totalTime); 
  } catch (Exception je) { 
   System.out.println(je.toString()); 
  } 
 } 
 
 
} 
 
